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REVIEW ARTICLE
The unanswered question. By LEONARDBERNSTEIN.Cambridge,

MA:

Harvard

University Press, 1976. Pp. x, 428; with three 7-inch phonodiscs. $20.00.
Reviewed by RAY JACKENDOFF,
Brandeis University*

This book is the written version of the Charles Eliot Norton Lectures, given by
Bernstein at Harvard in the fall of 1973. In addition to this version, videotapes of
the lectures have been broadcast nationally, and Columbia Records has issued an
eighteen-disc recording of them.
The book, a lightly edited transcript of the lectures, is lavishly produced, with
numerous musical examples illustrating the text, and with many photographs of B
at the videotapings. For those musical illustrations too complex for the reader to
figure out on his own piano, three seven-inch LP discs are provided, each band of
which is keyed into the appropriate point in the text. In short, the book attempts to
convey to the reader the experience of attending the lectures. The main elements
missing are the videotapes of B conducting the Boston Symphony in works
discussed in the lectures.
1. LINGUISTICS
AND MUSICTHEORY.The relevance of this book to the readers of

is that it is the most highly publicized attempt to date to bring the
methodology of transformational generative grammar to the study of music. B
correctly disregards the pseudo-issue of whether music is a language; unlike many
earlier workers who have tried to bring the disciplines together, he seeks to describe
music in its own terms, using concepts from linguistics only insofar as they are useful
to him.
B's approach is further distinguished from previous ones by the fact that he is not
simply trying to develop rules to generate pieces. Rather, he focuses on a more
appropriate place to look for commonality: the question of musical universals.
Language is a human activity of great complexity, the study of which can (one hopes)
lead to a better understanding of the nature of the organism. B recognizes that
exactly the same is true of music, and in these lectures he attempts to provide an
overview of a possible new discipline: an empirical theory of musical intuitions,
modeled after linguistic theory.
The musically or linguistically sophisticated reader must bear in mind that B is
not a scholar. He has little time or inclination to follow through his concept of
music theory with any thoroughness or systematicity, and he consciously aims to
appeal to a mass audience educated neither in music nor in linguistics. If one
accepts B's terms, one can appreciate the book as a rich melange of brilliant and
wild theoretical speculations, illuminating descriptions of a variety of musical
LANGUAGE

* I have benefited greatly from discussions with members of the MIT Faculty Seminar on
Music, Linguistics,and Aesthetics-especially IrvingSinger, David Epstein,JeanneBamberger,
David Lewin, Arthur Berger,and John Harbison. I am particularlyindebted to Fred Lerdahl,
with whom I have been collaborating since 1974 on the theory of music presented briefly in
?4 of this article. EdwardKlima and Elise Jackendoffhave also made importantsuggestionsthat
have improved the content and exposition of this work.
883
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phenomena, and just plain personality-a multi-media, multi-disciplinaryhappening.

On the other hand, a reader who expects serious intellectual inquiry will undoubtedly be disappointed. It is a trivial, boring, and sometimes even embarrassing
exercise to find holes in B's argumentation. The final effect is unfortunate: B has
great insight into the essential issues, yet he undermines himself needlessly in
ineffectual attempts to make his speculations explicit. Rather than enumerating
criticisms of dozens of specific points-which any reader can surely do for himselfI would prefer to concentrate on some issues which I think are central to B's
enterprise.
The most important of these is, as mentioned above, the idea that music can be
approached in the way we are accustomed to approaching language. B professes to
have become interested in linguistics precisely because of his desire to explain the
existence of musical universals. For, as he points out, Chomsky's argument that
linguistic universals are a product of highly specific innate human cognitive
abilities suggests a parallel hypothesis about musical universals. If we develop the
parallelism somewhat more explicitly than B does, something like the following
concept of a theory of music emerges.
The goal of a theory of music can be taken to be a formal description of the
musical intuitions of an educated listener. By 'musical intuitions' I mean the
largely unconscious knowledge which a listener brings to music and which allows
him to organize musical sounds into coherent patterns. By 'educated listener' I
mean not necessarily a trained musician, but a listener who is aurally familiar with
the type or style of music being described. Such a listener is able to identify a
previously unknown piece as an example of the style, to recognize its elements as
anomalous or unusual within the style-and, generally, to comprehend a piece
within the style.
The 'educated listener', even more than the 'native speaker of a language', is of
course an idealization. Rarely do two people hear the same piece in precisely the
same way or with the same degree of richness. Nonetheless, while it is conceivably
possible to hear a piece in any way one wants to, there is usually substantial
agreement on what are the most natural ways to hear it, and the theory should
reflect this.
In turn, a theory of a particular type or style of music is ideally a subset of a
theory of all music. The connection between descriptions of particular styles and a
general theory of music is in the study of musical universals, which one can hope
to ascribe to innate capabilities in the human mind. The more one can use universals
of music to explain the complexities of a particular style, the easier it is to understand how people can comprehend that style.
Beyond the search for musical universalslurks another question: after establishing
the value of musical and linguistic universalsindependently,one mightjustifiably ask
whether any interestinggeneralizationsunderlie both domains. Such generalizations
would reveal still deeper insights into human cognition.
B correctly perceives that, in order to construct a theory of music, one should be
seriously concerned with musical universals, even when attempting only to describe
a single style. But he seems not to distinguish the question of musical universals
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from the question of parallelism between musical and linguistic universals. This
confusion inevitably leads him to the dubious strategy of searching for musical
universals by drawing analogies with linguistics. This gets him into deep and
irrelevant trouble, for although his general concept of linguistic theory is good, he
is insecure on specifics-and most of his analogies, as he admits, don't work very
well anyway. Since he seems to equate this search for analogies with the search for
musical universals per se, the reader may be left with the impression that the whole
undertaking is useless.
2. TONALITY.If this misunderstanding is removed, and if one looks in music
itself for possible universals, the arguments are far more interesting. The universal
with which B is most deeply concerned is, in fact, one which has no linguistic
analog at all: tonality, or the existence of tonal centers in music. The role of
tonality in Western art music emerges as the primarytheme of the book. Practically
all musical idioms of the world in which precise pitch plays any role at all (i.e. all
except drum music) appear to involve some organizing element that can be called
a tonal center. This does not mean that all idioms necessarily have harmonically
defined KEYSin the sense of classical Western tonal music-indeed, most musical
idioms of the world do not. Rather, it means that, among the pitches that constitute
an idiom's scale, there is one pitch that is treated as a point of stability or rest; in
many idioms, this is the pitch on which all pieces end.
There is one prominent exception to the claim of the universality of tonality:
Western art music of this century, so-called atonal music. And the 'unanswered
question' which B poses is; How did music arriveat this state and where is it going ?'
To understand the significance of this question, let me briefly summarize B's
lengthy and illuminating discussion of atonality and its development. In atonal
music, dissonance-formerly used as a creator of tension, as something that
required resolution into consonance-has been freed from its classical role. B
describes the way this change came about: over the course of the 19th century, the
incessant search for new, unhackneyed, and daring harmonic vocabulary led to
greater and greater tonal ambiguity. The classical resolution of dissonance became
something only indirectly alluded to, thwarted, or delayed. Eventually, as the
classical harmonic functions were buried more and more under ambiguous
chromaticism, composers seemed to find that the ear no longer used them as a
reference point. Other principles of organization seemed to be required, in which
the contrast between consonance and dissonance no longer played the same
essential functional role. The change in some ways resembles a radical restructuring
in the history of a language.
Stravinsky, in his 1939-40 Norton Lectures at Harvard, described his attitude
toward tonality like this (1956:37-38):
'[Dissonance] is no longer tied down to its former function. Having become an entity in
itself, it frequently happens that dissonance neither preparesnor anticipates anything ...
The music of yesterday and today unhesitatingly unites parallel dissonant chords that
therebylose their functionalvalue, and the ear quite naturallyacceptstheirjuxtaposition ...
We thus no longer find ourselves in the frameworkof classical tonality in the scholastic
sense of the word ...

'Having reached this point, it is no less indispensable ... to recognize the existence of
certain poles of attraction. Diatonic tonality is only one means of orienting music toward
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these poles. The function of tonality is completely subordinatedto the force of attraction
of the pole of sonority. All music is nothing more than a succession of impulses that
converge toward a definite point of repose ... This general law of attraction is satisfiedin
only a limited way by the traditionaldiatonic system, for that system possesses no absolute
value ...

Schoenberg went still further than Stravinsky and abandoned tonality altogether.
According to Rosen (1975:45-6), one source of stability for Schoenberg was the use
of certain rhythmic features of tonal music without their underlying harmonic
implications:
'Effects of dissonance and resolution arise here largely from the melodic lines and the
phrasingimplied by the rhythm... In fact, to the end of his life, Schoenbergwrote music
whose rhythm and phrasing recalled the late Romantic style with which he had started.
The rise and fall of his melodies imply the tonal oscillation from agitation to stability, and,
although the strict sense of cadence, with its final absolute consonance, is not possible for
Schoenberg, the feeling of cadence is re-createdby the linear shape of each contrapuntal
voice in his music.

Rosen argues that, with the renunciation of the tonal center, almost the opposite
principle emerged as a source of stability to Schoenberg and his disciples Berg and
Webern-the filling-out of musical space with all the pitches of the chromatic
scale: 'in tonality, the piling up of seconds creates tension; in Schoenberg's music
after 1908, however, the filling-out of the chromatic space is clearly a movement
toward stability and resolution' (p. 60). This concept of stability eventually led
Schoenberg to the development of so-called 'twelve-tone' or 'serial' composition,
in which all motivic and harmonic aspects of a work are constructed along certain
principles from the work's tone row, a particular ordering of the twelve pitches of
the chromatic scale. Serial principles graduallybecame increasinglyinfluential, until
even Stravinsky in his old age adopted them, while composers like Boulez and
Babbitt experimented with serialization of rhythm, dynamics, and timbre along
with that of pitch.
But perhaps no other musical development in history has come under such
heavy and sustained attack. Works over sixty years old by Stravinsky, and particularly by Schoenberg, are still dismissed by many as 'crazy modern music'. Even
a prestigious composer like Paul Hindemith, who himself wrote highly dissonant
but nominally tonal music, delivered a bitter polemic against atonality in HIS
Norton Lectures of 1949-50 (published 1961, pp. 64-5):
'Have we not heard many times of tendencies in modern music to avoid these tonal
effects? It seems to me that attempts at avoiding them are as promising as attempts at
avoiding the effects of gravitation ... And yet, some composers who have the ambition to
eliminate tonality succeed to a certain degree in depriving the listener of the benefits of
gravitation.To be sure they do not, contrary to their conviction, eliminate tonality; [but]
harmonies both in vertical and horizontal form are arrangedso that the tonics to which
they refer change too rapidly. Thus we cannot adjust ourselves, cannot satisfy our desire
for gravitationalorientation.'

Note that Hindemith's argument is not the layman's reaction of 'I don't like it' or
'The music is too dissonant.' He is arguing rather that atonality goes against
human nature, or perhaps even against nature itself, and that this fact explains its
difficulty and lack of appeal.
B adopts the same line of argument, and at this point linguistics becomes
relevant, since linguistic theory has been the first real success in putting some formal
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substance into the notion of 'human nature' as it applies to a complex cognitive
activity. The theory of a highly constrained innate linguistic ability makes a
similarly constrained innate musical ability far more defensible than does a
behavioristic attitude that the mind is infinitely plastic. Thus B can plausibly claim
that 'the new musical "rules" of Schoenberg are not apparently based on innate
awareness, on the intuition of tonal relationships. They are like rules of an artificial
language, and therefore must be learned' (283) ... 'Is this perhaps why Schoenberg
has still, to this day, not found his mass public-a large, concert-going public who
loves his music?' (297). He suggests that the music of Schoenberg's colleague Berg
has achieved its much greater success in the concert hall because of its re-introduction of tonal implications into serial music. In other words, tonal music appeals to
something innate in us; atonal music does not, hence its lack of natural appeal.
Many contemporary composers reject this line of argument, since it apparently
challenges the validity of their own work. They often reply that the real issue is
simply one of exposure: if their music were played more often, people would get
used to it and grow to love it. This is, of course, a special case of the behaviorist
argument that anything can be learned through sufficient training. But, as Kohler
1927 and Chomsky 1976 point out, there are two different modes of learning: trialand-error learning, which obeys the behaviorist's learning curve, and rapid learning
on limited exposure, guided by innate ability. It is fairly clear that the assimilation
of principles of simple tonal music, like the learning of language, lies in the latter
domain, since nearly everyone learns to sing such music with some degree of skill.
It is an empirical question, however, whether an arbitrary new way of organizing
music can be so assimilated-or whether, like chess or quantum mechanics, its
mastery is somewhere at the extreme limits of human ability, or even beyond them.
But this further step in the argument only provokes composers further. One wellknown composer, discussing these issues with me, retorted angrily, 'It is NOT an
empirical question; it is a political question!' The reason for his anger is that the
innateness argument is often interpretedas though it implied an aestheticjudgment:
the hidden premise is that if it does not appeal to innate capacities, it cannot be good
art. B comes close to making such a judgment when he says that you can't LOVE
serial music; so does Hindemith. But this premise is totally unjustified.We have no
real psychological theory of why human beings have an aesthetic response, or of
what they respond to. In theabsence of such a theory, we can make no defensible
claims about what constitutes good art. The strongest plausible argument that can
be made is this: works of art whose perception utilizes pre-existing cognitive
structure will be easier to comprehend than those whose perception requires
principles of organization which must be learned with some difficulty. Insofar as
this claim seems to have empirical consequences with respect to musical idioms, it
suggests that tonality is a rather easily assimilated principle and serialism is not.
But it has no consequences at all for the artistic value of works written in either
idiom. Both idioms have produced acknowledged masterpieces;both have produced
acknowledged trash.
3. THE ROLEOFTHEOVERTONE
SERIES
IN TONALITY.
With the question of aesthetic
value thus laid to rest, we can return to the question of the innateness of tonality.
Bernstein and Hindemith ask what it is in us that enables us to comprehend the
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organization of tonal music; both pursue the same line of explanation, based on the
structure of the overtone series. (The argument undoubtedly predates both of them,
but I have been unable to locate its original source.) Although I agree that tonality
reflects an innate organization of the pitch structure of music, I would like to show
that the overtone series in fact has rather little to do with this ability.
Using B's and Hindemith'ssomewhat fragmentaryaccounts as a basis, we can piece together
the following argument.We observe that, next to singing in unison with each other, people find
it easiest to sing in octaves, often doing so without conscious effort. People sometimes even sing
in fifths, thinking that they are singing in unison; this effect is, however, considerablyweaker
than that at the octave. Though B and Hindemith do not mention it, these results are not
confined to humans. Apparently,if dogs are trained to respond to a particularpitch, and their
responses are then tested on differentpitches, a pitch an octave away from the original elicits
much greaterresponse than surroundingtones-and, to a lesser extent, the same is true of the
fifth above the original tone.
To account for these results, it is observed that the octave and the fifth are intervalsformed
by the first two overtones of the harmonic series, as shown in Example 1.
octave

fifth

^
fundamental

0

f0
I1st
overtone

2nd
overtone

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th ...

EXAMPLE 1.

The theory is that we can consider two pitches similar-or that we find their combinationless
dissonant, more pleasing, or easier to sing-if one of them forms a unison with an overtone of
the other, or if they are overtones of a common fundamental. Thus, goes the argument, the
intervallic inventory of music has grown gradually more complex or sophisticated as people
have come to perceive more overtones.
This hypothesisappearsto account for certain developmentsin the history of Westernmusic,
since the next harmonicinterval to appear after the fifth, during the late Middle Ages, was the
fourth-the interval between the second and third overtones. After that, the majorthird began
to appear-the intervalbetweenthe third and fourth overtones.By sounding simultaneouslythe
overtones up through the fourth, we arriveat the major triad, the fundamentalbuilding block
of Western tonal music. By building a major triad on the second overtone, as well as on the
fundamental, we get the opposition of dominant to tonic that is indispensable to classical
harmony. Then we can add to the vocabularythe dominant of the dominant, the subdominant
(whose second overtone is the original fundamental), etc.; and soon we have the complete
system of Western tonality, all allegedly arising from consonances generated by the overtone
series. So goes B's argument(35-7).
Closer examination shows that matters really aren't that simple. There was indeed an early
period in the history of Westernmusic in which the fourth was consonant and the third dissonant. But not too long after the introduction of the major third as a consonance, a fourth
between the bass and another part came to be treated as dissonant, requiringresolution. This
was its status in the classical period. Furthermore,there is no way to derive the minor triad
from the overtone series.It is true that the minor triad is treatedas somewhatless stable than the
major, and was considereddissonant until the 17th centuryor so. But in the classicalperiod it is
a consonance. Since the fourth, generated by the overtone series, is dissonant, and the minor
triad, not generatedby the overtone series, is consonant, derivationfrom the overtone series is
neither a sufficientnor a necessarycondition for consonance, even in the musical idiom most
familiar to us.
Another argumentof B's (27-9) concernsthe simplestversion of the pentatonicscale-which,
like the five-vowel system /i e a o u/, is widespreadthroughout the world:
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EXAMPLE 2.

B points out that this inventory of pitch relations is quite close to that provided by the first
eight overtones (ignoring octave transpositions).Thus the overtone series, he claims, predicts
this scale. The one minor discrepancyis the last note, a, which is to correspond to the sixth
overtone of c, a flattenedbb (see Ex. 1). What is not explained is why, in so many cultures,the
a is not the pure overtone but is much closer to the a of the diatonic scale, a fifth above d. To
argue, as B does, that this is because the sixth overtone is 'in the cracks' of the natural scale,
and the ear has difficultyhearing it, is in effect to abandon the hypothesis of the primacy of
the overtone series, replacing it with some other unspecifiedprinciple.
A prediction follows from basing the pentatonic scale on the overtone series in this way:
if an idiom has a smaller inventory of pitches, they should be selected from those below the
eighth overtone. Thus the most highly favored system with only three distinct pitches should
be the one in Example 3.

4

v

0
O

11

EXAMPLE 3.

B does not make this hypothesisexplicitlyin the Norton Lectures,but it appearsin an earlier
book (Bernstein 1959:187). It is not correct. Except in the idiom of bugle calls, something like
Example 4 is much more likely, according to the survey of folk-music idioms by Nettl 1973.

EXAMPLE4.

This might be describedas the second, fourth, and sixth overtones of a hypothetical fundamental, as B observes in his discussion of the universalchildren's'teasing chant' (27). But such
an explanation weakens the principle upon which the pentatonic scale is supposedly based,
namely using the lowest overtones first. Thus the hypothesis of the primacy of the overtone
series not only is somewhat incorrectin its predictionsabout the simplest pentatonic scale, but
is also seriously questionablewith respect to tritonic scales.
Furthermore,the overtone series provides no direct account of versions of the pentatonic
scale containing minor seconds, which B relegates to 'even more complex processes which we
won't go into' (31). He gives the two cases of Example 5.
0O

,

,

?

II

0

o

? 11

EXAMPLE 5.

Since the minor second appears in the overtone series only as the interval between the
fourteenth and fifteenth overtones, one well might ask what happened to all the intervening
intervals that are supposedly easier to hear.
To make things still worse, thereare musicalidioms in which the overtone seriesseems to play
no significant role at all. Rouget & Schwarz 1970 describe a Sudanese idiom whose scale
divides the octave into seven equal intervals,each slightly smaller than a whole step; thus no
intervals other than the unison and the octave are present in the overtone series. The two-part
music of the island of Krk in Yugoslavia (recordedon LyrichordLL189) includes, besides the
unison and the octave, only intervals completely foreign to Western ears, multiples of some
interval smaller than the half step. Yet both of these idioms unmistakablyhave a tonal center.
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Thus, beyondthe octave and perhapsthe fifth, it is difficultto make any very
interestingconnectionbetweenthe overtoneseriesand the universalityof tonality.
In a sense,this resultis moresignificantthan if B's explanationwerecorrect,since
it showsthat tonalityis not simplyman'sresponseto physicalfacts about sound.
Rather,like language,tonalityin musicprovidesevidencefor a cognitiveorganization with a logic all its own. The mindis not simplyfollowingthe physicalpath of
leastresistance,as the overtonehypothesiswouldhaveit, butis creatingits ownway
of organizingpitch combinationsinto coherentpatterns.
4. MOREABSTRACT
MUSICAL
STRUCTURE.
As in linguistics, if the search for uni-

versalsis to be anythingbut superficial,one muststudymuchmorethoroughlythe
structureswhichprovideevidencefor them.Becauseof the limiteddepthto which
B restrictshimself,he is in no positionto investigateabstractuniversalsof the sort
to which linguists are accustomed.However, inspiredin part by B's lectures,
composerFred Lerdahland I have undertakena programof researchtoward
formalizinga theoryof classicalWesterntonal music,withthe intentionof extractingmusicaluniversals.Ourresultsto datearereportedin somedetailin Lerdahl&
Jackendoff1977;I will givehereonly the briefestof expositions,in orderto suggest
what kind of theorymightbeginto realizeB's ambitions.
Recall that the goal of such a theory is to characterizean educatedlistener's
musicalintuitions.In formalterms,the theory must providea set of'structural
descriptions',wherethe structuraldescriptionof a pieceis a formalrepresentation
of what the experiencedlistenerhearsin it. The task of a generativemusictheory
for a given musicalidiom is, then, to assign structuraldescriptions:if a piece is
assignedno structuraldescription,it is not withinthe idiom; if it has n structural
descriptions,therearen distinctwaysof hearingthe piecewithinthat idiom.
The structuraldescriptionsat which we have arrivedinvolve the contributionsof four distinct
components. Example 6 is a very brief illustration: the structuraldescription assigned to the
first four measuresof the Mozart Sonata K. 331, describingthe most plausible way of hearing
them.
Here the metricalanalysis expressesa hierarchyof strong and weak beats in regularpatterns.
Each dot in the analysis representsa beat, associated with the inception of the interval of time
between it and the next dot on the same level. Each level of dots representsa level of metrical
regularity;the dots on relativelylargerlevels of regularityare heard as relativelystrongerbeats.
Thus the attack point of the first note of Ex. 6 is the strongest metrical point, since it is a beat
at the four-measuremetrical level; the attack point of the second note is a beat only at the
sixteenth-notelevel, the weakest type of beat in the example.
The grouping analysis expressesthe division of the piece into motives, groups, and phrases.
The slurs under this example indicate the grouping. Each of the first two measures forms a
group. But since, on the most plausiblehearing,neitherof the last two measuresis independent,
they form together a larger group. This larger group is in turn balanced by the group formed
by the firsttwo measurestaken together,and the whole four-measureexcerptalso forms a group
which balances the next four measuresof the piece.
So far there is nothing very startlingabout these analyses; however, in the papercited above,
we show that this particularformation of them leads to a more satisfactoryanalysis of rhythm
than previoustheories, such as those of Cooper & Meyer 1960 and Cone 1968. The parts of the
structural description that are probably of more interest to linguists are the time-span and
prolongational elaborations, since they somewhat resemble trees. However, they differ from
linguistic trees in that they contain nothing analogous to syntactic categories, and they do not
represent'is-a' relations among categories (e.g. an NP followed by a VP is anS). Rather, the
fundamental relationship they express is that of a sequence of notes (or chords) being AN
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EXAMPLE 6.
ELABORATIONOF a single note (or chord). Intuitivelyspeaking, a sequenceS can be said to

be an
elaboration of a single note N if N can be substitutedfor S without disturbingthe musical sense
of the passageof which S is a part. The note of which a sequenceis an elaborationis always one
of the notes in the sequence; the remainingnotes in the sequence are heard as relativelyornamental. The time-span and prolongational elaborations in our theory describe the sense of a
piece in terms of differentprinciplesof recursiveelaboration; their interplayhas a great deal to
do with the sensations of tension and relaxation in one's hearing of a piece.
To illustrate how the trees representsuccessiveelaboration, considerjust the first three notes
of the Mozart example above, and their time-spanelaboration. The tree in Ex. 6 is a shorthand
form of the process of elaboration indicated in Example 7 (overleaf).
The tree contains one branch for each note (or chord) of the piece. The longest branchesin
the tree represent the most fundamental points of articulation in the piece-essentially its
beginning and final cadence-and the entire piece is an elaboration of these fundamental
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points. At each successive stage of elaboration, new notes are introduced; these form elaborations of the notes alreadypresent,and branchfrom the notes which they elaborate. Under the
condition that branchescannot cross, later elaborations (representingstructurallyless essential
events in the piece) necessarilyreceive shorter branchesin the tree.
The time-span elaboration representsthe piece as elaborated successivelyfrom its beginning
and ending into the principal events of each major section, then into the principal events of
successivelysmallerlevels of phrasesand groups, and finally into the metricalunits within each
group. This can be seen in Ex. 6, where the first note of the piece is attached to a higher level
of elaboration, not shown. The cadenceclosing the phraseis the next most importantstructural
event, and thus is attached to the tree with the next longest branch. This branch is in turn
elaboratedinto the rest of the second two-measuregroup. Meanwhilethe beginningis elaborated
with a branch which develops into the second measure; finally the beginningsprouts a cluster
of branches which elaborate the first measure.
The prolongationalelaboration representsmelodic and harmoniccontinuity in the piece. In
this analysis, there are two types of elaboration: PROLONGATION,in which a single note or

chord is elaborated into two or more copies of itself; and CONTRAST, in which an inversion,
passing tone or chord, neighbor tone or chord, or appoggiatura is added as ornament. In
PROLONGATION, the event being elaborated is considered to be stretched out over time, neither
of its elaborations taking priority; such an elaboration is representedwith a small circle at the
node. For example, the first and third notes of Ex. 6 form a prolongation of the root position
A-majorchord; the tree representsthis connection between them. In CONTRAST,the contrasting
element is treated as subsidiaryto the original note or chord; this is representedby attaching
it with an ordinarybranch. The second note of Ex. 6 is a neighbor note dissonant with the Amajor chord, and thus it is attached by a right branchto the precedingchord. All passing tones
and neighbor motions, which involve progressfrom the precedingevent to the following one,
are representedas rightbranches;appoggiaturas,whichinvolve delayedarrivals(e.g. the next-tolast note in Ex. 6), are attached as left branchesof the events they delay. The major harmonic
motion of the phrase,contained in its fourth measure,is attached with the longest branches.
Though the two types of elaborationto a greatextent designatethe same events as structurally
significant, particularlyat larger levels, the connections they draware often radicallydifferent.
Thus, in Ex. 6, the time-spanelaboration makes no direct connection between the second and
third measures,since they are in disjoint groups; the prolongationalelaboration, on the other
hand, connects them into a two-measure prolongation of the dominant harmony. Each tree
representsan importantaspect of our musical intuition about this passage, and a theory which
did not include both trees in its structuraldescriptionswould be incomplete.Thus the existence
of the two trees does not indicate that the passage is ambiguous. Both trees are part of a single
way of hearingthe piece, i.e. part of a single structuraldescription.Ambiguityarises only when
a piece can be assigned more than one complete structuraldescription.
The rules used to assign structural descriptions fall into two types. WELL-FORMEDNESS
RULES

are similar to phrase-structurerules in language, in that they define a class of structures.Each
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of the four components of the structuraldescription is defined by a fairly simple set of wellformedness rules. However,these rules alone generate a given piece in far too many ways, most
of which wildly misrepresentthe way in which the piece is heard. The selection of the correct
structural description(s) is accomplished by a complex set of PREFERENCE
RULESwhich assign

relative degrees of 'coherence' or 'stability' to competing structuraldescriptions, taking fully
into account the need for the components of the structuraldescriptionto interactproperly.The
closest linguistic analog to the preferencerules are rules of semantic interpretation,since both
assign coherence to structural descriptions. But the analogy is not very enlightening: music,
unlike language,has no referentialfunction, so the notion of coherencein music must be defined
in strictly syntactic terms.
Readersof LANGUAGE
would no doubt be disappointedif our theory lacked transformations.
Indeed, it seems to be necessaryto definea highly constrainedclass of rules which map structural
descriptionsinto other structuraldescriptionsnot generatedby the well-formednessrules, i.e.
a class of non-structure-preserving
transformations.These are used to deal with situations such
as elisions and overlaps-where the resolution of a progression,formingthe end of a group, also
functions as the beginning of another group. In the form generated by the well-formedness
rules, such a progressionappearstwice, as the end of one group and as the beginningof the next;
the transformationcollapses the two identical events into one.
Our theory does not use two other conceivable types of transformations:rules that account
for thematicand motivic relationships,and rules that relateirregularforms (such as five-measure
phrases) to presumablyarchetypal,more regularforms (such as four-measurephrases).In each
case, the variety of possible operations seems to lead to an extremely unconstrainednotion of
transformation,something which we wish to avoid. The first sort of relationship, we feel, must
be embodied in a much more generaltheory of similaritysuch as is necessary,e.g., for recognizing facial similarities.The second sort of relationshipis accounted for in the preferencerules,
which value most highly those analyses in which all the criteriafor assigningstructuraldescriptions reinforceeach other; these turn out to be the simple, symmetrical,clearlyarticulatedforms
which are felt to be archetypal.
One of the most strikingresults that emergesfrom our analysis is that, throughthe operation
of the preferencerules, the choice of preferredtime-span and prolongational elaborations is
highly determinedby the choice made in the metricand groupinganalyses. In other words, the
listener's understandingof the highly abstract aspects of the music is claimed to be largely a
function of how he segments its surface. Thus our theory is a considerable improvementon
Schenkeriananalysis (described, e.g., in Salzer 1962), which closely resembles our prolongational elaboration in its conception: our theory distinguishes the structurally significant
events formally from the grouping and metrical analyses, whereas Schenkerian analysis must
rely on the analyst's intuition (or Procrustean bed) to pick out the structurally significant
events.

This rich concept of musical structure suggests a great variety of candidates for
musical universals. Those dealing with tonality concern primarily the well-formedness rules and preference rules for the two elaborations. Among these, perhaps the
most important is the condition that a tonal piece must be elaborated, ultimately,
from the prolongation of its tonic. What counts as a tonic (a single note, a chord
etc.) and what counts as a permissible elaboration may vary, within limits, from
culture to culture, but the notions of a central tonic and of successive elaboration
seem to be essential.
It is interesting that the organization of serial music not only excludes the central

tonic but seriously compromises the principle of elaboration at local levels. The
principle of elaboration implies that the composer is in effect free to insert dissonant
material of any length into a prolongation. On the other hand, the serial principle

requires (at least in its simplest version) that the composer go through all twelve
chromatic pitches before repeating; hence the lengths of possible elaborations are
highly predetermined by the system.
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Besides providing candidates for musical universals, this richer theory of musical
structure permits a serious comparison with linguistic theory. The closest substantive parallels appear in the rules of the metrical component, which resemble
the rules of poetic meters developed by Halle & Keyser 1971. Singer 1974 explicitly
applies the Halle-Keyser model to Macedonian dance music, and her theory of
metrical rules forms part of our metrical component.
On the other hand, the recursive structures of music are based on a principle of
elaboration distinct from that in language; the interactions of the components
are also of a nature entirely foreign to linguistic theory. I personally do not find this
surprising, since music and language are, on the face of it, differentfacets of human
cognitive activity. The results of this investigation thus help to differentiatecognitive
activity into various 'mental organs' (in the sense of Chomsky 1976).
This review has dealt with only one aspect of B's book, tonality.
5. CONCLUSION.
At least as many interesting questions arise in connection with other themes that
pervade the work-e.g., the relation of music and poetry through formal structure
and through text-setting; musical affect and the relation of music and emotion;
metaphor; and the nature of art itself. I have ignored these issues not because
they lack intrinsic interest, but only because they have less direct connection with
linguistic theory. My guess is that serious investigation of any of these areas would
be equally rewarding, and would show that beneath his technical errors, B has
rather profound intuitions about the nature of music. Though recovering these
intuitions from the text is not always easy, and sometimes is quite frustrating,I consider the effort well worth it. The unansweredquestionis hardly a definitive statement
on a new discipline, but B has given us an exciting challenge, and for that
alone deserves serious attention.
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